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The goal of this study was to examine the work practices of behavioral health professionals with a view
towards designing interactive systems to support their work. We conducted a qualitative workplace study,
including in situ observations and semi-structured interviews, in a multidisciplinary clinic treating pediatric
feeding disorders. This paper contributes a detailed characterization of clinicians’ work practices and conducts
a comparative analysis of three types of work: treatment, record management, and preparation work. We
found that clinicians have a preference for taxing over tedious work. For example, they experience real-time
data collection as more taxing but less tedious than retroactive data entry. Design efforts should balance the
tension between addressing the taxing (data collection during meals) versus the tedious (manually entering
data into spreadsheets). Although addressing the taxing improves within-routine efficiency, addressing the
tedious improves overall morale. Further, we hypothesize that there is a rewarding or unrewarding quality to
work that is dictated in part by its social, temporal, and clinical characteristics. We discuss conceptual and
design implications for supporting clinical work, and highlight considerations unique to behavioral health.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Clinical health informatics has long been concerned with how clinicians perceive and practice the
different types of work demanded of them. The introduction and widespread adoption of electronic
health records (EHRs) and order entry systems in hospitals has led clinicians to conceptualize
their work into two non-overlapping categories: the work of taking care of patients (henceforth,
“treatment work”), and the work of “caring for the chart,” i.e., interfacing with EHRs and other
digital systems (henceforth, we call this “record management work”) [40, 50].
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Researchers consistently find that clinicians enter the profession due to their investment in patient
care, i.e., helping patients recover through treatment work. Instead, clinicians find themselves
spending much of their time doing record management work such as navigating and updating
EHRs, order entry systems, and various other information systems. Sun Young Park, Yunan Chen,
and colleagues have shown that EHRs led to a four to five fold increase in documentation time in
the emergency department [4, 36]. Echoing these findings, scholars note that clinicians increasingly
spend a majority of their day working on record management (e.g., writing a clinic visit note in the
EHR after a patient encounter) [1, 3, 4, 9, 40, 46, 50]. Further, record management via EHRs places a
heavier cognitive burden on clinicians because they have to remember the data for multiple patients
instead of focusing on a single patient [9, 36]. Clinicians see record management work as “clerical”
and primarily administrative in nature. On the other hand, the patient-facing work of treatment is
valued and considered the “real” work of medicine. Indeed, being forced into increasing amounts
of record management work due to EHRs has been shown to increase the risk of physician burnout
in the United States [50].
This scholarship tends to primarily focus on physicians, and behavioral health contexts have

been understudied. We extend workplace studies scholarship to the realm of behavioral health by
studying a feeding disorders clinic. We focus on technicians: paraprofessional clinicians who are
responsible for implementing the treatment, typically under the supervision of a board-certified
behavior analyst. Technicians are central to care provision in behavioral therapy, and so this paper
complements the traditional workplace studies focus on physicians, nurses, and EHR [10].
We conducted a qualitative workplace study consisting of in-depth semi-structured interviews

and observations at a Midwestern pediatric feeding disorder clinic. Behavioral therapy is an
effective treatment for pediatric feeding disorders, but there are not enough professionals in this
specialization to meet demand. Consequently, children with feeding disorders can wait for years
to obtain access to treatment. Our motivation for studying the work practices within this context
was to explore whether, and how, information systems could help support technicians’ work, and
thereby, scale available resources to give more children access to care.

Noting that treatment work was the most cognitively taxing while also most directly impactful to
patient care, we initially proposed solutions to assist with the numerous tasks involved in treatment
work. We shared sketches of high-level design concepts with feeding clinicians and expressly asked
whether they would want information systems to support their work by, for example, reducing
their multitasking, helping them stay focused on their patient, keeping their patients engaged, or
supplementing their communication with patients and caregivers. Surprisingly, all clinicians said
that they instead desired systems that would alleviate the tedious work of record management,
which did not have immediate implications for patient care.

This paper parses clinicians’ preference for performing taxing over tedious work. We draw upon
two rich and divergent bodies of CSCW scholarship as explanatory frameworks to help understand
the differential valuation of treatment and record management work in the feeding clinic. The first
stream examines how different types of work are valued by studying their relative (in)visibility in a
particular setting [56]. The second stream examines how clinicians experience different types of
work by studying the temporal organization of work activities [44].

We find that clinicians experience treatment work as rewarding due in part to the high visibility,
high social interaction, fast-paced action, and high clinical utility. Record management work,
meanwhile, is slow, invisible, and perceived as serving an administrative purpose in this tightly-knit
clinic where in-person updates are the norm. A third category, preparation work, is potentially
tedious but not experienced as such because of its partial collaboration, immediacy, and necessity
with indirect clinical utility. Hence, we hypothesize that there is a rewarding or unrewarding quality
to the experience of work that is correlated with its social, temporal, and clinical characteristics.
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This has both conceptual and design implications. Conceptually, we find that the visibility of
work is intertwined with its temporal organization, and that how work is valued depends upon a
combination of its perceived clinical utility and temporal organization in addition to its visibility. In
terms of design, analyzing work in this way allows us to reconceptualize the analytical distinction
between tedious and taxing work as a question of the intrinsic satisfaction that clinicians derive
from some types of work. Thus, we should examine opportunities to reduce the burden of low-
satisfaction work, in addition to focusing on alleviating taxing work. Otherwise, well-intentioned
attempts to support, streamline, or enhance clinical work may not result in adoption, uptake, or
improved experience.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• Presenting a detailed characterization of the work practices of technicians in a behavioral
feeding clinic, thus extending the workplace studies sub-field of CSCW research to the context
of behavioral health. The paper also discusses how the problem space of behavioral health
differs from commonly studied medical contexts.

• Describing a comparative analysis of three work practices that are common to most clinical
settings—treatment, preparation, and health record management—along the lines of clinical
utility, temporality, visibility, and experience of work.

• Theorizing that clinicians experience work differently depending upon a combination of its
perceived clinical utility, visibility, and temporal urgency and pace. By doing so, the paper
advances scholarship on the visibility and value of work in clinical settings.

• Demonstrating that certain forms of work can be rewarding despite being taxing while
others can be tedious despite being straightforward, the paper raises conceptual and design
implications for clinical information systems.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Workplace studies in healthcare contexts
The workplace studies sub-field of CSCW research has long studied to what extent information
systems could help scale existing clinical practice and improve access to care. However, such
work has primarily focused on medical doctors, nurses, and the patient health record [10], only
recently turning to examine behavioral therapy contexts (e.g., [30]). We extend this strand of
workplace studies, contributing a detailed characterization of the work practices of behavioral
health professionals in a pediatric feeding clinic. We draw upon the conceptual frameworks of
temporality and invisible work to analyze how health professionals experience and value work.

2.1.1 Temporality in clinical work. Finding that problems of spatial organization and coordination
tend to dominate CSCW literature, the early 2000s saw an emergence of scholarship focusing
instead on the temporal organization and coordination of clinical work [5, 43, 44]. The conceptual
framework proposed by Madhu Reddy and colleagues has proven particularly influential [44].

Drawing upon ethnographic fieldwork in a surgical intensive care unit and in conversation with
Wanda Orlikowski and JoAnne Yates’s practice-based organizational perspective [35], Reddy et
al. propose studying the relationship between temporality and clinical practice, i.e., examining
“temporality from the perspective of people doing the work and their interactions with temporal
features of the work” [44]. They find that hospital work is organized and experienced in the form
of three temporal structures: trajectories, rhythms, and horizons. Temporal trajectories are patient-
centered: a temporal trajectory refers to the structured timeline of activities and circumstances that
are created by a patient’s illness trajectory. Temporal rhythms are collective in nature: these are
recurring patterns of care and organizational work that occur on a daily basis, such as staff shifts.
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Temporal horizons are defined by an individual clinician: a temporal horizon determines how
an individual organizes their current activities based upon a knowledge of anticipated future
work. Clinicians routinely juggle multiple horizons, one per activity that they are responsible
for. Temporal horizons can be flexible or inflexible: a horizon is inflexible if the activity must be
completed by a certain time (e.g., EHRs must be updated before the shift changes), whereas a
horizon is flexible if the activity completion deadline is looser or extensible. Further, horizons can
be close or distant depending on when they are due: an activity that must be completed in the
immediate future creates a close horizon (e.g., the 30 minutes before a shift ends); whereas one that
is not due until much later has a distant horizon (e.g., a task due by the end of the fiscal year).
Reddy et al. find that within a particular unit, the temporal trajectories, rhythms, and horizons

together determine how work is organized and experienced by clinicians. To borrow an example
from Reddy et al., clinicians will often speed up their work in the 30 minutes before their shift ends
so that they can go home on time and to ensure that clinicians on the next shift are sufficiently
updated. This paper examines the relatively new context of behavioral health using Reddy et al.’s
conceptual framework to understand how temporal trajectories, rhythms, and horizons structure
work and impact clinician experience in the feeding clinic [44].

2.1.2 Visibility in clinical work. Noting that visibility plays an important role in determining the
value and legitimacy assigned to work, Leigh Star and Anselm Strauss provide a framework to
understand “how visibility and invisibility operate” in workplaces [56].
Star & Strauss propose that work is rendered invisible due to three mechanisms: first, when

employees themselves are invisible but the product of their work is visible. Such “non-person”
employees are commonly seen in outsourcing or freelance contexts. Second, when employees are
visible, but their work is relegated to the background. In clinical contexts, the “background work”
of nurses, technicians, and other non-physicians is often invisible and undervalued compared to
the work of physicians [51]. Third, when both employees and their work are invisible. For example,
managers often use quantitative metrics of productivity as indirect substitutes for observable work
in making decisions about resource allocations. Similarly, consumers of commoditized products
such as smartphone users are kept unaware of the factory workers who manufacture the phones.

The visibility of work plays a key role in design considerations: in particular, “background work
is vulnerable to oversight in the design of CSCW systems” [56]. However, Star & Strauss stress that
the solution is not as simple as providing detailed descriptions of background work and workers.
Instead, visibility depends upon what counts as “real work,” in any particular setting. Hence, it
is important to first interrogate the meaning of work (“what is work?”) in a specific site [56].
This paper uses Star and Strauss’s framework to analyze the visibility and relative importance of
different types of work carried out in the feeding clinic.

2.2 The problem space of behavioral care
We extend the literature by studyingwork practices in a behavioral health care context. Behavioral

health is amultidisciplinary endeavor that applies psychological models of assessment and treatment
to address physical and mental health concerns. Care teams consist of allied health professionals
such as psychologists and speech-language pathologists working in collaboration with medical,
nursing, and psychiatric providers.
Behavioral care delivery is complicated by social, psychological, environmental, and organiza-

tional factors [19]. Unlike some medical settings, behavioral care is oriented towards sustained
interaction with patients and caregivers, in order to affect patient skills and behavior over time
through interactive treatment sessions. Pediatric settings bring additional complexities in care
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goals, where treatment is dependent on facilitating the patient’s autonomy while also helping
caregivers understand how their own behavior will advance or hinder progress [2].

Further, behavioral health intersects in complex ways with disability. The multidisciplinary clinic
we studied included applied behavior analysis (ABA) as one of its disciplines, and many patients
were autistic children. When it comes to autism, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and similar
disabilities, assessment and treatment can be based on subjective determinations of what is and is
not appropriate social behavior [57]. The field of ABA has been the center of a firestorm of debate
(e.g., [7, 53, 54, 59, 61]). A key criticism of ABA is that it has been used in attempts to change autistic
children’s behaviors to conform to social norms, rather than accepting them or targeting the social
environment that discriminates against them [54, 60, 61]. Despite broad disagreement, nearly all
clinics that treat people on the autism spectrum still have elements of ABA in their offerings.

Behavioral health services must therefore navigate the medical and social models of disability—
either disabilities are viewed as deficits to be rectified through medical treatment, or disability is
socially constructed via sociotechnical infrastructures such as unwritten norms for social behavior
[49]. Disability studies scholars and activists have argued that services should be organized around
a social model of disability, where disability is seen as a form of human variation that can become
limiting in relation to a society dominated by neurotypical and non-disabled people [54].

.
2.3 Pediatric feeding disorders
The specific context we discuss in this paper is a clinic specializing in the treatment of pediatric
feeding disorders. Feeding disorders occur in up to 10% of childrenwithoutmedical or developmental
issues, 70-90% of children born prematurely and/or with chronic medical issues, and up to 90%
of children with autism [20, 21, 23, 26, 34, 47]. Children with feeding disorders have a traumatic
relationship to food and exhibit aversion, selectivity, and trouble chewing or swallowing, causing
gag reflexes and regurgitation due to underdeveloped oral-motor skills [20]. Untreated feeding
disorders persist in 70-76% of cases and have negative long-term impacts on mental health and
social development, and in extreme cases, a failure to thrive [34].

In over 80% of cases, feeding disorders are thought to be behavioral in origin. That is, children learn
to associate eating with pain or danger due to a complex interaction of medical, developmental, and
environmental factors [21, 26, 34, 45]. Behavioral intervention based on applied behavior analysis
(ABA) is the only evidence-based therapy proven to treat feeding disorders, but the demand far
exceeds the capacities of the few existing trained professionals. Consequently, children currently
wait over 20 months to be seen by treatment programs, and clinics have wait-lists of over 300
patients [34]. There is a need to investigate how information systems could help scale existing
practice, improving access to treatment while maintaining efficacy and quality of care.
The limited HCI literature on pediatric feeding focuses on developing gamified interventions

to improve self-feeding in children. Examples include a digitally-augmented plate and tableware
system developed to promote vegetable eating in children [12, 17]. Galoz et al. [11], Kadomura
et al. [18], Leem et al. [24], and Lo et al. [27] meanwhile developed play-based interactive apps
and sensing devices that motivate children to eat. This paper extends HCI literature on pediatric
feeding to clinical contexts through a qualitative study in a pediatric feeding disorder clinic.

2.4 Behavioral interventions in HCI
Treatment for pediatric feeding disorders utilizes rigorous behavioral data collection, the chal-

lenges of which have been a focus of research in HCI, across both clinical and classroom contexts.
Perhaps most prominently, data collection has been studied in relation to autism—tools have been
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designed to reduce the burden of managing data through capture and access applications [13] and
automated classification of behaviors [42]. These design efforts targeted managing large amounts
of data in order to examine infrequent behaviors of interest, whereas our work focuses on the
daily practices of data collection in clinical work. Demonstrating the potential of designing for this
type of work, Kientz et al. [22] developed a well-received application supporting the structured
data collection practices of therapists in the field of ABA. Prior work focused on behavioral health
services for children has also analyzed the factors behind the persistence of paper for data collection
[32], described the potential for computer-assisted data collection to support collaborative work
[31], and explored technology for providing behavioral feedback directly to children [55].

Other HCI work in pediatric and adolescent care has focused on these patients’ dependence on
caregivers. Until young patients can be independent enough to communicate their preferences [25]
and monitor how behaviors such as eating affect their health, so they can more effectively self-
manage their condition [29], they are dependent on others to do these things for them. Designing
for the different roles that caregivers play can help them to coordinate care more effectively with
clinicians, but caregivers can also partner with the patient in their care, and technology can help to
facilitate a transition to more independence [33]. Hong and colleagues have shown how technology
can enable pediatric patients and their families to explore and interpret complex clinical data such
as radiology reports [15], and support the evolving partnership between patient and clinician as
adolescents grow to become more involved in their care [16]. Similarly, Pina et al.’s work within
the home has shown how family-based design can help children learn about self-monitoring their
daily behaviors [38] and self-managing their health conditions [39].

.
3 METHODS
We conducted in-situ observations (n=23 hours) and interviews (n=5) with clinical staff members
of a multidisciplinary pediatric feeding clinic housed in a large Midwestern teaching hospital. We
focused on healthcare professionals’ everyday work practices, hoping to find avenues for the design
of information systems that would help clinicians and patients. This study was approved by the
hospital’s institutional review board. Participants provided written consent before the study began
and verbal consent before each interview or observation.
We conducted five in-depth semi-structured interviews lasting an average of 45 minutes each

with five out of the seven clinicians in the intensive feeding program: the psychologist & director
in charge of the program, two out of four behavior technicians (techs), the dietitian, and the speech-
language pathologist. Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for analysis. Interviews
focused on gathering information about clinicians’ work, the use of paper in data collection, and
understanding how clinicians experience the different kinds of work that form their daily routine.
We performed twenty three hours of observation over three months to gain a contextual un-

derstanding of clinicians’ work practices. Observation sessions lasted between one and five hours
each and we varied the time of day and day of the week when conducting observations to account
for temporal differences. After an initial exploratory phase comprising seven hours, observations
focused on two activities that shape the feeding clinic’s workday: treatment sessions and health
record management. During eleven sessions, we observed technicians treat four patients aged 1 to
12 years (we use ‘child’ and ‘patient’ interchangeably in the rest of the paper). Over five sessions, we
observed technicians carry out record management duties such as transferring treatment session
data to internal spreadsheets and patients’ electronic health records. We also observed the time
periods surrounding each session to contextualize it within the workday. Two members of the
research team were present at and wrote field notes after each observation session.
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Clinic staff were primarily female (six out of seven), white (six out of seven), and their incomes
ranged between $37,000 (technician) and $92,000 (psychologist). The majority female and white
nature of our clinician participants reflects the demographic trends of the pediatric healthcare
workforce in this hospital and in the United States [41]. Staff income was comparable to those of
other psychological specialties in this hospital. Patients whose treatment sessions we observed
were gender balanced and ethnically Black and white. Caregivers were primarily female (three out
of four). Our research team was gender balanced, diverse in ethnicity and nationality, and familiar
with this hospital through prior research, volunteering, and care experiences in other departments.

The research team built an affinity diagram to compare themes across data collection methods
and sessions [14]. We examined all field notes and transcriptions and determined which observation
and quotations should be included in the diagram. Selected information was transferred onto sticky
notes. A total of 203 notes were clustered into groups with common themes in each category. We
triangulated findings at the per-clinician and per-child level, wrote analytic memos, and conducted
member checks with feeding clinic staff to ensure the validity of our findings [6, 8]. All names have
been anonymized for participant confidentiality and quotes have been lightly edited for readability.

4 CLINIC CONTEXT
To characterize how technicians experience their work, we first provide an overview of the clinic
context, its actors, and the nature of the treatment they provide. The feeding clinic we studied takes
a multidisciplinary approach to the treatment of feeding disorders. The clinic offers two types of
services depending on an initial assessment of the patient: an intensive treatment program and
outpatient consultation. This paper focuses on the intensive treatment program. This program
is staffed by seven full-time clinicians: a behavioral psychologist, a dietitian, a speech-language
pathologist (SLP), and four technicians (techs). Upon intake into the program, children and care-
givers meet with the psychologist and dietitian to formulate goals for treatment. The psychologist,
dietitian, and SLP together develop a treatment protocol for the patient. The eight-week long
intensive program requires children and caregivers to attend treatment five days per week, where
the child is fed three meals per day by a tech to model and develop the correct oral-motor skills for
eating. Feeding sessions are conducted in one of four treatment rooms.

We use the case of a patient named Jim to describe the salient actors in the feeding clinic: patients,
caregivers, a behavioral psychologist, an SLP, a dietitian, and techs.

4.1 Patients
Jim is a 4-year-old boywith epilepsy and developmental delay resulting from a traumatic brain injury.
He has been on a ketogenic diet to manage his seizures and he also has a history of gastroesophageal
reflux disease. When he was one year old, Jim underwent a successful but traumatic swallow study
(a study that lets clinicians examine the structure and function of the patient’s throat and esophagus
as the patient swallows liquids or solids coated with barium). Ever since that traumatic experience,
Jim has refused to allow anything to enter his mouth. As a result, Jim’s dietary requirements are
being met entirely through a gastrostomy tube (a tube that delivers food directly to his stomach).

4.2 Caregivers
Jim’s parents want him to be able to eat with his brother and friends in school, and to ideally become
independent of the gastrostomy tube. Hence, Jim’s primary care physician referred his parents to
the feeding clinic. On contacting the clinic, Jim received an outpatient appointment for an initial
screening evaluation. Pediatric patients must be accompanied by at least one caregiver during each
clinic visit and Jim’s mother accompanied him to the initial screening and all subsequent visits.
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Caregivers are asked to bring solid, pureed, and liquid foods that are particularly easy and difficult
for the patient to eat and utensils or cups that the patient prefers using during meals.

4.3 Behavioral psychologist and speech-language pathologist
Working together, behavioral psychologist Anna and SLP Leslie conducted Jim’s initial screening.
They noted that Jim refused to open his mouth at first and gagged when the tip of his tongue was
touched. In the rare instances where he permitted food to be placed on his tongue, he either did
not swallow at all or swallowed at slower than expected pace. Indeed, Jim cried throughout his
evaluation. Based on their assessment, Anna and Leslie decided that Jim would benefit most from
the clinic’s intensive program. They brought dietitian Mary into the room.

4.4 Dietitian
During initial screening meetings, the dietitian Mary seeks to understand the patient’s and their
family’s typical dietary habits and propose a nutritionally adequate diet that meets treatment goals
while also being sustainable in the context of the patient’s family and/or school routines. Mary
said, “a lot of my communication is usually more ... in terms of the home meal plans for our older kids,
and talking to them a little bit about what ... are easier foods that they feel they can eat at school, with
less pressure. So, I feel like a lot of my communication, in terms of behaviors, stem more around meal
planning for our older kids.” Leslie helps ensure that the texture of the food in the diet is safe with
respect to the patient’s current oral-motor skills and deficits.
In Jim’s case, Mary recommended that the feeding clinic should focus on incorporating yogurt

and apple into Jim’s diet. Once Jim began the intensive program, Mary kept track of his daily food
intake and made dietary adjustments along the way based upon the quantity and type of food he
consumed. For example, once Jim started eating yogurt, the quantity of food ingested through his
gastrostomy tube was reduced proportionally to account for the nutrition derived from the yogurt.

4.5 Behavior technicians
Psychologist Anna and pathologist Leslie constructed a treatment plan spread out over eight weeks
for Jim. The plan consisted of the following steps: desensitizing Jim’s gag response, teaching Jim to
swallow applesauce and yogurt efficiently using a training spoon, switching Jim from the training
spoon to a regular spoon, and increasing the volume of food Jim consumed orally. By the end of
the program, clinicians want Jim to be able to eat one apple and a snack-sized container of yogurt.
The treatment plan was open to change based on Jim’s progress.

Jim’s case was assigned to behavior technician (henceforth, “tech”) Karen, who would be respon-
sible for implementing Jim’s treatment plan. The intensive program requires Jim and his caregiver
to attend treatment five days per week, where Jim is fed three meals per day by Karen to model
and develop the correct oral-motor skills for eating. Karen is involved throughout the intensive
program: she is responsible for room and meal preparation before each treatment session; feeding,
monitoring, and entertaining Jim during the session; and documenting outcomes after the session.

5 CLINICAL AND NON-CLINICAL WORK
In line with what has been reported in extensive literature on other contexts, we found that techs

need to balance their clinical and non-clinical work, and this tension is central to their experience of
the work. We therefore begin our description of their work practices by distinguishing these aspects.
Techs are key to both day-to-day provision of care and to the overall functioning of the feeding
clinic. Their work practices can be grouped into three broad categories: preparation, treatment, and
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(a) Prepared food (b) Types of spoons

(c) Data sheet

Fig. 1. Common artifacts in the feeding clinic. Image (a) shows ham meticulously chopped into different
portion sizes to train children to swallow larger bites. Image (b) shows the three types of spoons used to
progressively develop oral-motor skills: three specialized brushes, a green flat spoon, and two purple regular
spoons. Image (c) shows the paper data sheet used to record per-bite observations during treatment sessions.

Treatment Record management Preparation

Contribution to
patient care

- Treat the patient
- Informally document
treatment and outcome
- Advance patient
through the illness
trajectory

- Formally document
treatment and
outcome
- Document the illness
trajectory

- Enable safe and
timely treatment

Visibility to patients
and caregivers Highly visible Invisible Invisible

Temporal rhythms

Eight rhythms:
- Present food
- Check mouth
- Provide feedback
- Set break timer
- Monitor behavior
- Entertain
- Record data
- Prepare next bite

Four rhythms:
- Digitize per-bite data
- Record quantity of
food consumed
- Aggregate data
for daily summary
- Enter summary
in EHR

Four rhythms:
- Sanitize utensils
- Sanitize room
- Prepare meal
- Dispose leftovers

Frequency Thrice per day Once a day Thrice per day

Duration 2.25 hours
(45 min. per session)

1.5 hours
(30 min. per session)

1.5 hours (20 min. per
session + 30 min.)

Temporal horizons Inflexible and close Flexible and distant Inflexible and close
Function Clinical Administrative Para-clinical
Experience Taxing Tedious Necessary

Table 1. Comparative analysis of techs’ experience of treatment, record management, and preparation work.
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record management. Table 1 outlines our findings across these categories. We begin chronologically
with preparation, and explain practices using the case of patient Jim and tech Karen.

5.1 Preparation as para-clinical work
Although not directly clinical in nature, preparation work is considered to serve an important

para-clinical function in the feeding clinic without which patient care could not proceed. Techs
spend approximately 1.5 hours of each day doing preparation work: roughly half an hour at the
beginning of the day during which they sterilize meal utensils and trays to ensure ready availability
for meals, and approximately twenty minutes before and after each treatment session.

Some preparation is tied to the collaborative work of the clinic, and will also have an immediate
effect on how the treatment session goes with the patient, so the patient’s needs are at the forefront.
Before each treatment session, techs discuss the patient’s treatment protocol with the psychologist,
SLP, and dietitian to determine the feeding techniques and foods to be used. They prepare a meal
tray containing precise portions of food and protocol-specific spoons (see figure 1 for examples).
The treatment protocol specifies the type, quantity, and portion size of food items and the time
at which new food items should be introduced. They print data collection sheets and write the
pre-session weight of each food item onto the data sheet. They also sanitize eating utensils and
rooms. The amount of careful work that goes into preparation is seen by techs as part of how they
care for the individual needs of their patients. Tech Niki explained:

“One of the biggest contributing factors to feeding disorders is anxiety, especially with the
older kids, and so having consistency and structure and predictability is really helpful for
them. ... So we do things in a very systematic way and that’s what makes us so successful.
We have a specific size that we cut food up into. ... Then we’ll do what we call texture
feeding. So, instead of having two quarter by quarter inch pieces together on the spoon,
we’ll just make it one larger piece until we get to an age-appropriate portion because you
don’t want their parents at home cutting up quarter by quarter inch pieces.”

Preparing meals, sterilizing utensils, and sanitizing treatment rooms helps ensure the safe, timely,
and individualized delivery of treatment. Hence, preparation work is seen as para-clinical: necessary
to the provision of care but one step removed from it.

5.2 Treatment as centrally clinical work
Treatment work is seen as central to patient care, because it directly helps the patient progress

through the illness trajectory and advance towards the desired treatment goal. As part of treatment
work, techs also do the important work of documenting fine-grained treatment decisions and
outcomes. This documentation helps the multidisciplinary feeding team revise the treatment
protocol as and when necessary. As a result, treatment work is seen as central to clinical work.
The tech typically begins a treatment session by spending 10 minutes desensitizing specific

areas inside the patient’s mouth using a specialized brush, with timed rest periods using a preset
electronic break timer. Desensitizing areas and time intervals vary by patient. After desensitization,
the tech proceeds with feeding the child while monitoring their behavior and recording data, until
the meal timer goes off or the patient shows signs of fatigue. Techs do not aim to have patients
finish the allotted food (although that would be a wonderful outcome). Instead, techs aim to have
patients practice the correct oral-motor skills and minimize problem behaviors during meals. Hence,
sessions in which patients show signs of fatigue are ended early. For instance, a tech said they
ended a session because “when [patients are] fatigued, they’re just practising the wrong oral-motor
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skills and we don’t want that.” If a session ends early, the tech manually turns the hand of the analog
meal timer, with the resultant beep acting as an additional indicator of the end of the meal session.
Techs spend approximately 2.25 hours of each day doing treatment work, because sessions are

conducted three times a day and each session typically requires 45 minutes with the patient. Thus,
it comprises a significant portion of the tech’s eight-hour work day.

5.3 Record management as administrative and non-clinical work
Techs spend approximately 1.5 hours of each day doing record management work. This consists of

four sequential tasks: digitizing per-bite data, recording the quantity of food consumed, aggregating
data for the daily summary, and entering the daily summary into the formal record. Ideally after
each treatment session, or during the last working hour of the day, techs manually transfer the data
recorded for the day’s sessions from paper-based data sheets into the patient’s electronic health
record (EHR) and electronic behavior record (EBR). On average, techs take thirty minutes to type up
and summarize the data for one treatment session into both electronic records. A significant portion
of record management work therefore involves transforming data collected via the paper-based
data sheet into formalized records in the patient’s EBR and EHR. Yet in the tightly-knit feeding
clinic, clinicians almost never look up information in the formal patient records systems (EBR and
EHR), because they can easily ask one another.
The EHR is used mainly to comply with hospital requirements and for formal communication

with caregivers and providers. In addition to the EHR, the feeding clinic maintains an informal
repository of behavior data that we call the EBR. The EBR helps them record, maintain, and visualize
information in a format customized to their needs [37]. The EBR contains fine-grained data that is
specific to the feeding clinic, whereas the EHR contains high-level documentation for billing and
administrative purposes. Unlike the EHR, the EBR is internal to the feeding clinic.
The EBR contains one Excel spreadsheet per patient that is updated daily during the course

of the intensive program. The spreadsheet contains three tabs that are structured similarly to
the paper-based data collection sheet. The first tab, titled Behavior Data, records the results of
each five-bite trial and associated comments. The second tab, titled Ounce Data, records pre- and
post-treatment food weights. The third tab, titled Daily Summary, displays daily summaries that are
semi-automatically calculated based on the data entered in the previous two tabs. Techs manually
transfer data from the paper-based data sheet to the spreadsheet. The goal is to generate graphs of
the child’s trajectory through the treatment program, but this currently remains unfulfilled because
“it takes forever and a day” to generate graphs.

Record management is considered by clinicians to be non-useful work that is of the least relevance
to care provision and work that takes time away from clinical work. Indeed, clinicians in the feeding
clinic almost never refer to formal information systems (EBR and EHR) when, say, looking up the
progress of a particular patient. Instead, clinicians just ask the relevant tech for a verbal update or
for the paper-based data sheet from the patient’s latest session.

One afternoon, tech Niki sat in the observation room of treatment room 1, watching
tech Karen’s treatment session with patient Jim. Tech Derek entered the observation
room and sat down in front of a computer to eat lunch before typing up notes for his
recent session with a different patient. A few minutes later, Niki called out to Derek
saying, “can I see your data, Derek?” Derek handed over the paper-based data sheet from
his treatment session. Niki looked at the data sheet for about five seconds, exclaimed,
“cool,” and handed the sheet back to Derek. There was no further discussion, but with a
quick glance at the data sheet, Niki had obtained an update on Derek’s patient.
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The importance of informal interaction carries over into clinician-caregiver interactions, where
instead of asking caregivers to use the EHR, clinicians directly communicate results and clarify
concerns in person. Tech Niki says, “typically, we’ll just go in and talk to [caregivers] or show them
the data [sheet] or sometimes I send emails just describing what I saw. If there’s anything that I’ve been
doing and I’m going to be out [of the office], I always just go in and talk to them about it. Right now,
it’s easy to do that because we’re such a small program...” Anna added that daily summaries too are
primarily delivered directly through verbal updates to caregivers: “we would go in and say, “wow,
we had a really good day! He did great with the new foods except for peach but, he had a problem. ...
He got really upset for one bite and he was crying, and the second bite he got a little emotional, and the
third bite he was talking to himself and he was happy. And that’s how quickly the anxiety goes away.”

Thus, the main function of record management work in this tightly-knit feeding clinic is seen as
the creation of formal documentation of treatment decisions, outcomes, and trajectory for hospital
administrative and billing purposes. Hence, clinicians consider record management work to be
primarily administrative (and not clinical) work that does not directly contribute to patient care.

6 TEMPORAL FEATURES AND THE EXPERIENCE OF WORK
We describe the temporal features of preparation, treatment, and record management work to
analyze how techs experience and value their work. As described earlier, Reddy et al. define three
temporal structures—trajectories, rhythms, and horizons—which emerge from and dictate clinical
work [44]. A temporal horizon defines how an individual organizes their work activities in response
to temporal trajectories and rhythms and based upon anticipated future work. The temporal horizon
for a task can be “close” or “distant” depending on how soon that task must be completed, and
the horizon can be “flexible” or “inflexible” depending upon the flexibility of the task completion
deadline. We find that the fast-paced, close, and inflexible horizons of treatment work lend it a sense
of excitement and immediacy; whereas the distant and flexible horizons of record management
work make it a tedious, slow, and fragmented experience. Although not fast-paced, preparation
work has close and inflexible horizons to enable timely care delivery. Adopting a temporal lens
thus helps us examine the connection between the experience and valuation of work.

6.1 Preparation work as time-sensitive and inflexible
Analyzing preparation work using the temporal structures framework, all four preparation tasks

are time-sensitive and inflexible: sterilizing utensils in the morning; preparing meals before each
session; sanitizing the treatment room and taking care of leftover meals after each session.

For instance, utensils and trays must be sterilized in the morning to ensure their ready availability
during the rest of the day. Similarly, meals must be prepared according to the treatment protocol so
that the session can begin on time and proceed as planned. The treatment room must be sanitized
between sessions to prevent spreading infection between different sets of patients, caregivers, and
clinicians. Finally, leftover food must be refrigerated, frozen, or disposed off soon after each session
to comply with safety guidelines and to ensure that food reheated in future is safe for consumption.

.
6.2 Treatment work as cyclic, fast-paced, and urgent
The tech feeds the patient in a process that interweaves eight different work rhythms in a cyclic
routine. These rhythms are:
(1) Present food - The tech presents precisely portioned bites of food to the patient using a

protocol-specified spoon and carefully observes for feeding behaviors. Karen starts by feeding
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Jim pea-sized portions of applesauce on a green flat spoon. She holds the flat spoon like a
pencil and rotates her wrist in a flipping motion to place the applesauce on Jim’s tongue.

(2) Monitor behavior - The tech carefully monitors the patient’s eating behavior to verify that
they use the correct oral-motor skills and observe whether they exhibit any problem behaviors,
such as gagging, expelling or retaining food in the mouth, negative vocalization, vomiting,
and other child-specific problems. As Jim eats, Karen watches Jim and makes a mental
note of problem behaviors. Techs also monitor the patient for health problems and new
problem behaviors. For example, another patient with a tracheal tube once started coughing
and gasping for breath between bites. The tech used the intercom system connecting the
treatment room with the observation room, a seating area from the treatment session can be
observed through a two-way mirror, to get the attention of SLP Leslie. The tech and Leslie
re-adjusted the tube and the patient did not cough for the rest of the session. The intercom
system is commonly used to communicate questions or concerns arising during the treatment
session to observing clinicians, such as newly-observed and unusual patient behaviors.

(3) Check mouth - Five seconds after each bite, the tech examines the patient’s mouth to ensure
that they have swallowed the bite and their mouth is clean. This helps techs detect cases where
patients push food to the sides of their mouth or under their tongue instead of swallowing it.
After Jim appears to have eaten a bite of applesuace, for example, Karen says, “Jim, say aah?”
Jim opens his mouth wide saying ‘ah’, and Karen finds no trace of applesauce in his mouth.

(4) Provide feedback - Noticing Jim’s clean mouth, Karen smiles and says, “that was a super
good bite!” After each bite, the tech provides feedback to the patient in the form of positive
words, cheering and clapping. If the patient has not eaten, techs encourage them by saying for
example, “eat at least one entire macaroni,” and if the patient isn’t using the desired oral-motor
skills, “keep your tongue still, please.”

(5) Set break timer - After providing feedback, techs use a preset digital break timer to reward
the patient with a thirty-second-long break from eating (unless otherwise specified by the
treatment protocol). Psychologist Anna explains that this break is intentionally designed
to serve as a reward from the anxiety-provoking task of eating: “the 30-second break is the
reward. The break is the main reward. So as soon as the kids take that bite and swallow it, they
learn that we’re going to leave them alone and not require them to eat or do the things that are
hardest for them during that time. ... So they might as well just hurry and do it, get rid of the
anxiety that they’re having about it, and move on to something more pleasant [like playing].”
Karen uses the break timer to reward Jim with a thirty second break. Depending on the
patient, breaks can last from twenty seconds to one minute.

(6) Record data - During the short break, techs quickly record their observations from the
previous bite by ticking several boxes on the paper-based data sheet (figure 1c shows an
example data sheet). Tech Derek explains: “As soon as [the patient] accepts his bite, I press start
on the timer, and it starts to count down. ... That’s pretty much the only time there is to write it
down. ... After each bite he gets a 30 second break and then I go and mark everything that I saw.”
Techs record several observations for each bite: was the bite successful (did the patient
swallow this bite within five seconds resulting in a clean mouth)? Alternatively, did the
patient exhibit one or more problem behaviors, such as gagging, expelling or retaining food
in the mouth, negative vocalization, and other patient-specific problem behaviors? Answers
are entered in the form of tick marks and occasionally a few scribbled words in the comments
column. After Jim cleanly swallows a spoon of applesauce, for example, tech Karen checks
off the boxes for five-second swallow and mouth clean.

(7) Prepare next bite - During the short break, the tech also prepares the next bite. In Jim’s case,
Karen prepares his next bite of applesauce on the flat spoon during the break. This is because
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with every beep of the break timer, the tech must move on to the next bite. If the patient has
eaten well for 80% or more of five consecutive bites, the tech is to increase the bite size. If the
child is eating multiple kinds of food, the tech also alternates between foods every few bites.

(8) Entertain - Throughout the session and in parallel with the other tasks, the tech is responsible
for keeping the patient entertained by playing with toys, chatting about the patient’s interests,
playing competitive games on handheld devices, or playing cartoon videos on YouTube. For
example, in one session, Jim played with a sterile glove that Karen had inflated and drawn
a smiley face on. Karen also humored several questions asked by Jim, such as whether she
resides in the hospital. Techs use toys and other forms of entertainment to include an element
of comfort and play to treatment sessions. Psychologist Anna emphasizes that the use of
entertainment in the feeding clinic is unlike the typical home context where entertainment
is used as a reward for eating: “if kids start to get nervous and refuse [food], the adults try to
make [eating] a game and offer their iPad.” Instead, the clinic usually makes entertainment
available regardless of the patient’s eating performance: “Non-contingent reinforcement is
something that [the patients] enjoy, it’s just available all the time. So one of the kids, a seven
year old, is on non-contingent reinforcement with tangibles – like he just gets to play the whole
time, we don’t take [the toys] away before the time.” The form of entertainment also varies
depending on the individual patient: “And there are some kids who have a lot of sensory deficits,
kids who are blind and/or deaf or nonverbal and they don’t have a lot of options for reinforcers.
So if they like music, we’ll just play music the whole session.” Entertainment options include
tangible toys such as stuffed animals, children’s music, child-safe video games on handheld
gaming consoles, and digital content such as YouTube videos on an iPad.

All eight tasks have close and inflexible horizons because of the flowchart-like nature of the
tech’s routine. For example, ‘present food’ has an inflexible horizon because the remaining tasks
cannot proceed unless the food has been presented. Additionally, ‘present food’ has a close horizon
because techs only have around 45 minutes within which to complete the 25 to 50 bites that
patients are expected to eat in each session. Similarly, techs must monitor the patient’s behavior
immediately after presenting each bite, and techs must check the patient’s mouth five seconds after
they accepted the bite. Hence, ‘monitor behavior’ and ‘check mouth’ too have close and inflexible
horizons. Finally, techs have less than thirty seconds within which to prepare the next bite, and
hence this task too has a close and inflexible horizon.

6.3 Record management as non-urgent and flexible
Record management work consists of four tasks that are carried out in the following sequential
order due to dependencies:
(1) Digitize per-bite data - Techs begin by filling out the first tab of the EBR spreadsheet (Behavior

Data). This tab contains the same columns as the paper-based data sheet, but the value of each
EBR cell is calculated by aggregating data from five consecutive cells from the paper-based
data sheet. That is, one cell records the result of one “trial” of five bites. Each tick mark in the
paper sheet counts as one, so cell values fall within the range [0–5]. The process of typing in
cell values is fairly quick, taking 3-5 minutes overall.
Techs record additional data per bite depending on the patient and their progress. In the case of
a patient like Jim who has difficulty swallowing food, for example, the tech recorded not only
check marks indicating that a bite was successful but also the “latency time” or the amount
of time required to swallow each bite. In other cases, techs may add comments indicating
that they increased the bite size or switched to a new type of food at a particular point in the
session. For example, a tech wrote “CN 2 peas” to indicate that she had increased the size of
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each bite of chicken nuggets from one to two peas. Such patient-specific measurements and
comments require additional calculations and/or typing up handwritten comments. Hence,
entering this additional data takes about 10 minutes, i.e., more than twice the time required
to merely populate cell values based on check marks (as previously described).

(2) Record quantity of food consumed - The second tab of the EBR (Ounce Data) documents
pre-session and post-session food weight in ounces. The tech types in the original food
weights in the “pre” cell and the leftover food weights in the “post” cell. This triggers an
automatic formula to calculate the value of the “intake (ounces)” cell. This is a very quick
process, taking less than one minute on average.

(3) Aggregate data for daily summary - The third tab of the EBR (Daily Summary) generates a
partially-automated daily summary based on the data entered in the previous two tabs. The
daily summary reports the foods consumed, the average success rate (i.e., the percentage of
bites during which the patient successfully swallowed the bite and had a clean mouth without
exhibiting any problem behaviors), the current treatment protocol, and brief comments for
each of the day’s three treatment sessions (breakfast, lunch, and dinner).
The tech begins by manually calculating the average success rate for each session. To ac-
complish this, the tech must invoke the AVERAGE function in the correct cell and then drag
her mouse cursor over the relevant cells to include them in the calculations. Techs often
struggle with dragging their cursor over the designated cells, which results in an incorrect
average. Techs are quick to notice such mistakes and reattempt calculation, but they find
the manual parts of calculation frustrating. Psychologist Anna explains that techs consider
record management as a whole and this part in particular to be extremely tedious for good
reason: “for the techs, the tedious part is entering ... [the data] in Excel and trying to make the
[summary] look right. I mean it’s hours and hours, that’s tedious. I mean, any time you have to
take something off paper and put it into something else, you can setup the Excel Spreadsheet
so that it grabs [the data] more or less automatically, but it doesn’t usually work like that. ...
There’s some errors somewhere in the coding and then the techs, you know it takes a long time
[to troubleshoot].” Anna would like to use the EBR to automatically generate graphs of the
patient’s progress, but she doesn’t currently do so: “right now, I don’t ask to look at graphs
because I know it’s going to take the techs at least 30 minutes to prepare one. Whereas I know
that I would ask to see them, and I know they would be running around excited to show them if
we had them.” Techs also type in brief comments summarizing each meal.

(4) Enter daily summary in EHR - After completing the EBR, the tech copies the daily summary
and pastes it into a clinical progress note in the patient’s EHR. In addition to the summary,
the progress note contains boilerplate text that is auto-populated using other EHR data (e.g.,
patient name, age, gender, diagnosis, provider names) and fields with pre-populated template
sections that need to be filled in by the tech. For example, the tech chooses between good,
fair, and poor potential in the following sentence: “[Patient] demonstrates {good/fair/poor}
potential for functional improvement due to [speech-language-factors for progress].” Similarly,
the tech chooses between feeding and swallowing characteristics in this sentence: “[Patient]
is a [age] [gender] with *** medical history who presents today with [diagnosis codes]
characterized by {feeding/swallowing characteristics}.” The completed progress note becomes
part of the patient’s EHR and is available to patients, caregivers, and other hospital staff.

All recordmanagement tasks are characterized by relatively flexible and distant temporal horizons.
For example, recording per-bite data during treatment is a fast-paced and time-limited task with an
inflexible and close temporal horizon. On the other hand, digitizing per-bite data is done offline
(i.e., outside of treatment) and without any immediate task dependencies, thus leading to a flexible
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and distant temporal horizon. Similarly, there is no urgency to entering the daily summary into the
patient’s EHR, so long as it is completed before the end of the day.

7 VISIBILITY AND THE VALUE OFWORK
In addition to temporal features of their work, techs perform activities that vary in how visible

they are to the other clinicians, their patients, and caregivers. The visibility of their work is also an
important influence on how they value preparation, treatment, and record management work. We
use Star and Strauss’s conceptualization of invisible work to determine the perceived valued of
work [56]. We find that treatment work is highly visible to all stakeholders and seen as the most
legitimate form of work. In contrast, record management work is invisible and devalued because
clinic stakeholders rarely use formal health records (preferring to exchange updates verbally and
via data sheets). Notably, preparation work is similarly invisible to patients and caregivers, but it is
vital to care delivery and occasionally serves as an opportunity for clinicians to socialize.

7.1 Preparation work as mostly invisible but necessary
We find that preparation work is mostly invisible to patients and caregivers. Tech Niki explains

that this is because much of the preparation work takes place outside treatment sessions:
“Our first meal starts at 8:40. Once the dishes are done and everything is clean, then we
will go in and check in with [psychologist Anna or SLP Leslie] about our plan for the day.
[Dietitian] Mary will also tell us what foods we need to be focusing on, and then we’ll get
their trays ready. So we’ll get a tray and go to the refrigerator and get any food that [the
patient] needs. If we have food then it’s really easy because we’ll just grab it out of the
fridge. Sometimes parents will bring in foods and so then we’ll need to prepare them.”

On rare occasions, preparation work becomes visible to other clinicians: techs with overlapping
schedules congregate around the microwave as they prepare meal trays, exchanging jokes and
pleasantries such as, “is that really chicken pizza? It smells like pot pie.” Preparation work is thus
mostly invisible but it is indispensable for safe and timely care delivery.

7.2 Treatment work as highly visible and taxing
During treatment sessions, techs’ work is visible to all stakeholders. Active interaction with

patients is an important part of every task that treatment work consists of. Further, although
caregivers do not always understand the nuances of problem behaviors, oral-motor skills, or
treatment, they are typically fully attentive throughout the session and trying to make sense of the
treatment and its outcomes. We use Jim’s second day at the clinic as an example.

During the lunch session, Jim’s mom stayed in the observation room with tech Niki.
Jim’s mom carefully watches tech Karen feed Jim, and periodically asks Niki questions
such as, “he closed [his lips]?” to clarify her understanding of Jim’s eating behavior
within the context of the treatment being provided. Later on in the session, Jim’s mom
also showed her awareness of the analog meal timer: while on the phone with a family
member, Jim’s glanced at the meal timer and said, “about five minutes left in this meal,”
to the caller without waiting for a confirmation from Niki.

The visible and attention-grabbing quality of treatment work is well-known to clinicians. Indeed,
clinicians use this to their advantage, providing spur-of-the-moment knowledge in the form of
“parent training” tidbits that parents and caregivers can use during meals at home. For example,
tech Niki noticed that after Jim accepted a bite, he would immediately open his mouth for tech
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Karen to check (and praise) instead of first trying to swallow the bite. Using the intercom, Niki tells
Karen to look away from Jim until she’s ready to check his mouth. Niki explained to Jim’s mom:

“So, he’s trying to show right away and I think if we direct [Karen’s] attention away and
sort of, completely ignore him, I think we can get that [behavior] to go away, so then he’ll
swallow more quickly. ... He’s not doing it to be bad or anything like that. He’s just like,
‘yay look at what I did!’ I always, you know, whenever I do parent training, you can use
your attention as a very powerful tool. What you pay attention to, they’re going to do
more of. What you ignore, they’re going to do less of. So we’re just using our attention
here to shape up his behavior.”

Treatment work is taxing for all stakeholders, but its high visibility and direct clinical utility
ensure that it is seen as the most legitimate form of work in the feeding clinic.

7.3 Record management as invisible and tedious
The products of record management work are mostly invisible to patients and caregivers. Al-

though record management results in the creation of daily progress notes in the EBR and EHR, these
representations are difficult for patients and caregivers to interpret and make sense of given that the
treatment trajectory spans the much longer period of eight weeks. Patients and caregivers mainly
rely upon the immediacy of and derive interpretations based on their witnessing of treatment work.
Psychologist Anna acknowledges this problem, saying that parents take visual evidence of gagging
as a sign of treatment failure instead of paying attention to the nuances that are captured in the
EBR, such as lowered intensity in gagging: “to the parents, their kid is gagging, [sometimes] multiple
times on each trial. No matter how intense the gag is, they conclude, ‘nothing is going well.’ [If records
were easily visible and accessible] you’d at least have something to show them.”

Indeed, Anna and other clinicians in the feeding clinic wish that the products of record manage-
ment could be made visible in the form of simple graphs or other representations that are easily
comprehensible to both caregivers and techs. Anna said,

“[If we had visuals], we would look at [progress data] more. We’d be excited! Because the
more you can see the kid’s progress, [the more the treatment makes sense]. Sometimes,
especially like the 12 year old [patient], the progress has been really slow. [SLP Leslie] and
I can see [the progress] constantly, but it’s harder for the techs and the parents to see. ...
Because [currently] they sort of just have to trust you, that you’re doing this for a purpose
and it’s going to pay off, especially when it takes this long.”

For techs, the visual products of record management could serve as an important indicator and
motivator, showing that the treatment is helping. For caregivers, visuals could provide ways to
make sense of how their child has progressed in the treatment.
However, visually representing the outputs of record management work remains neglected

because record management work is already tedious and complicated. Pyschologist Anna explained:
“For the techs, the tedious part is entering, like taking the paper–and I was a tech too,
that’s where everybody starts in this field–so I’ve done all the paper data collection and
then putting in Excel and trying to make the graph look right. I mean it’s hours, hours,
that’s tedious.”

Indeed, developing visual tools would require techs to dedicate additional time and energy to
record management, a task that is already draining tech’s time and motivation. Tech Niki details:

“it’s the data collection and the graphing. That takes up a lot of time because right now
we have to take paper data. You take the paper data, you put it into the graph. At the end
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of the day, then so we have this like daily summary tab where you go through when you
average all the data from all the meals and then you take that data and you then put it
into the medical record. But if you have any kind of change ... let’s say in the middle of the
day, you went from upright spoon to flip spoon. You’d have to average those separately.
It’s just like things like that. It’s not hard, it’s just time consuming, especially when we’re
trying to do dishes and flip over the rooms and all of those things. It can just be a lot.”

That is, record management is seen as taking time away from para-clinical work (doing dishes
and sanitizing rooms) and para-clinical work is seen as more relevant to care provision. Given the
absence of both clinical utility and caregiver appreciation for record management, it remains seen
as tedious, primarily administrative, and unrewarding work that is not relevant to patient care.

8 DISCUSSION
This paper examines work practices in a pediatric feeding clinic and describes features of work from
the perspective of healthcare professionals, with consequences for the design of information systems.
This research is among a growing body of work on behavioral health in HCI, but uniquely employs
a workplace studies approach. In doing so, we also extend workplace studies scholarship beyond its
traditional focus on physicians, nurses, and the EHR [10], and present a detailed characterization
of the work practices of behavior techs. We first discuss the implications of a central tension in
techs’ experience of different types of work, and then discuss factors that distinguish the problem
space of behavioral health from traditional medical care contexts.

8.1 Tedious Versus Taxing Work
We found a distinction between tedious and taxing work that in a broad sense mirrors the adminis-
trative and clinical dichotomy of work in healthcare.

8.1.1 Conceptual Implications. For techs, clinical work is rewarding despite being cognitively
taxing, whereas administrative work is tedious despite in theory being important for the overall
functioning of the clinic. Techs engage in three main types of work – treatment, record management,
and preparation – that are valued in considerably different ways. Treatment work is fast-paced,
action-oriented, patient-facing, social-interaction-driven, highly visible to patients, caregivers,
and other clinicians, and perceived as being of the highest clinical utility. In contrast, record
management is slow, fragmented, retroactive, computer-focused, mostly invisible, and perceived
as serving primarily an administrative function. This negative conception is exacerbated by the
current lack of visibility and clinical utility of formal records. As a result, record management is
thought to draw techs’ time, motivation, and energy away from the more legitimate work of patient
care. Preparation work similarly involves little social interaction and is invisible to patients and
caregivers. However, (unlike record management) preparation is considered important para-clinical
work because it ensures the safe and timely delivery of treatment.

We hypothesize that there is a rewarding or unrewarding quality to the experience of work that
is dictated in part by its social, temporal, and clinical characteristics. Prior work has theorized that
the visibility of work determines what is valued as legitimate work in a particular setting [56]. We
found that the relationship between visibility and value is more complex. In particular, we find that
visibility is intertwined with the temporal experience [44] and perceived clinical contribution of
work. The case of preparation work is noteworthy because its lack of visibility does not undermine
its perceived legitimacy in the feeding clinic. In fact, clinicians were unwilling to spend more time
in visualizing formal records due in part to their reluctance to take time away from preparation
work. Thus, we extend conceptual understandings on the visibility of work, and foster dialogue
between two streams of CSCW research on temporality and invisible work.
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8.1.2 Design Implications. The distinction between tedious and taxing work has implications for
conceptualizing the work that individuals engage in and for the design of tools to support that work.
In the feeding clinic, the specific combination of high visibility, high social interaction, continuous
fast-paced action, and high clinical utility together lends a rewarding quality to treatment work. In
contrast, record management work, due to its combination of low visibility, lack of social interaction,
slow repetitive tasks, and no perceived clinical utility, carried an unrewarding quality that techs did
not appreciate. Preparation work seemed to achieve a nice balance, where there was no question
about its clinical utility, even though it shared many characteristics with record management. We
suggest that design efforts should also account for this rewarding quality or employee satisfaction
for different kinds of work, and target efforts towards reducing the burden of low-satisfaction or
less-rewarding work so that clinicians can spend more time on the rewarding type of work.

When coming up with ideas for interactive systems to support the feeding clinic, the designers on
our team noted that real-time data collection during treatment sessions placed the highest cognitive
burden on techs. Hence, designers directed their efforts at making real-time data collection less
taxing for the tech, i.e., partially automating some of the numerous tasks that are interwoven in
the fabric of treatment work. For instance, our team proposed having holographic butterflies and
server robots to entertain the patient during meals, a wall-mounted sensor to automatically detect
the patient’s oral-motor or behavior problems, a smart desk to automatically detect food items and
calculate pre- and post-treatment weights, and a smart watch that allows techs to record data via
hand gestures instead of having to write on paper-based data sheets.

On presenting our designs to feeding clinic staff, however, we were univocally asked to prioritize
alleviating the tedious work over assisting with taxing work. Hence, we suggest that design efforts
should balance the tension between addressing the taxing (data collection during treatment) versus
the tedious (record management work). This tradeoff is important because although addressing
the taxing improves within-routine efficiency, addressing the tedious improves overall employee
morale. In our specific case, the two happily coincide: streamlining real-time data collection could
address both the taxing and tedious by reducing the amount of manual record management work
at the expense of minor adjustments to treatment routines.

8.2 Comparing Behavioral and Medical Care
We confirm several findings from medical health informatics literature in the context of behavioral
therapy. In particular, we show that behavior techs categorize their work in ways similar to
medical practitioners: treatment work, i.e., the work of interactively treating the patient; and record
management work, i.e., the work of “caring for the chart” [4, 36, 40]. Further, techs too consider
record management work as a tedious and clerical task that serves a primarily administrative goal.
Indeed, the work of care in behavioral feeding operates through collaboration and labor hierarchies
similar to those found in medical practice, where techs occupy the lowest-ranking position (in
terms of salary and certifications) but are responsible for most of the bodily and interactional work
with patients; whereas higher-ranking positions (e.g., psychologist) make overarching decisions
about the treatment protocol and supervise the patient’s trajectory from a slight distance.

However, important differences arose from our focus on behavioral health and on techs’ work.

8.2.1 PreparationWork. Through the concept of preparation work, we add nuance to the polarizing
stance of clinical versus administrative work that pervades discussions around the impact of EHRs
on medical work. Although preparation work is also an important part of medical work, it is carried
out by other members in the hospital’s labor hierarchy, including volunteers. Physicians only
concern themselves with treatment and record management work. In behavioral health contexts,
the role of the tech is unique in that they also perform the additional category of preparation
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work, i.e., the work that goes into making treatment safe and timely. This category remains under-
discussed in existing scholarship focused on physicians. In our field site, preparation work is seen
as para-clinical in that it helps make clinical work possible. As a result, preparation work is not
viewed as a kind of drudgery, but instead as necessary work that must be performed for safe and
effective care. Unlike medical contexts, that is, preparation work is intertwined with treatment in
behavioral health. Importantly, preparation work is not the same as articulation work. Articulation
work speaks to the coordination, allocation, and reallocation of tasks, resources, and personnel
that makes work possible [48]. Preparation work, on the other hand, is a combination of routinized
work (e.g., sanitizing rooms and utensils) and articulation work (e.g., making sure there is enough
food on hand and that food is ready in time for an upcoming meal).

8.2.2 Sustained Interaction. Further, behavioral care is oriented towards sustained interaction with
patients and caregivers, and teaching patients a set of skills through interactive treatment sessions,
whereas the primary emphasis of medical training is on novelty in patient cases and learning
through intervention. As a result, in behavioral care, play and entertainment are necessary and
invaluable components of treatment work. This is in sharp contrast with the basic bedside manner
and “detached concern” that are seen as important in medical care [58]. Additionally, in teaching
hospitals such as the one we study, physicians are a largely migratory workforce of medical trainees
undergoing apprenticeship (e.g., interns, residents, and fellows), whereas feeding clinicians follow
career trajectories closer to those of nurses and techs (long-term positions in the same hospital).

8.2.3 Disability and Autonomy. Behavioral health services must also navigate the medical and
social models of disability [49]. The clinic we studied included applied behavior analysis (ABA) as
one of its disciplines, and many patients were autistic children. Scholars and activists have critiqued
ABA for attempting to change disabled children’s behaviors to conform to social norms [54, 60, 61].
In the context of pediatric feeding disorders, the diagnosis on which clinicians primarily focus
the treatment is not autism, but rather a feeding disorder that has medical (and not only social)
consequences. However, there are aspects of this treatment that are more subject to conformity.
For instance, sometimes parents’ treatment goals involve increasing the variety in their child’s
diet, not necessarily for nutritional purposes, but for the sake of social acceptance at school. CSCW
research on behavioral health has begun to direct more attention toward goals of patient autonomy
and self-management [15, 16, 25, 29, 33, 38, 39], and we suggest more of this type of work with
an explicit focus on the social model of disability and on promoting the autonomy of disabled
children. For example, instead of Jim having to spend eight weeks in intensive treatment, what if
Jim’s friends learnt to accept his gastrostomy tube and perhaps assisted him in administering food
through this tube? How could we enable Jim to participate in the design of his therapy?

8.2.4 Children Versus Caregivers as Recipients of Interventions. Finally, an important goal of pedi-
atric behavioral health includes helping parents understand how their own behavior will or will not
enable their child’s progress [2]. Indeed, both in the meta reviews and in our own data (see example
in section 6.3), we found that one of the main benefits of intensive feeding programs is “parent
training,” i.e., teaching parents and caregivers how to better care for and feed children [28, 52]. That
is, the caregiver may actually be the one in need of intervention when a pediatric patient undergoes
intensive feeding treatment. To rephrase, children receive a potentially stigmatizing diagnosis that
is permanently entered into their medical record, when in fact it may be the caregivers who need
diagnosis and training. In such cases, we suggest that healthcare and insurance infrastructures
should be redesigned to avoid stigmatizing children by operating on caregiver medical records.
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8.3 Limitations and Future Work
This work has can be improved in several ways. We draw upon data collected in a pediatric feeding
clinic in a large urban academic medical center. It would be interesting to compare our findings with
studies conducted in independent, non-teaching, rural, and community-based clinics. Further, the
experiences of patients and caregivers were outside the scope of the current study. Our future work
will extend the analysis presented here to include the perspectives of non-clinician stakeholders.
This will be particularly critical for the design of tools that support clinicians’ work, which will
have impacts not only on clinicians. We propose a hypothesis about work satisfaction as a potential
way to understand clinicians’ preference for taxing versus tedious work. Alternative explanations
may arise with more or different data, such as variation in clinicians’ personal preferences. We
plan to test this hypothesis through our continued engagement with the feeding clinic. Since the
hypothesis seeks to explain a more general dichotomy between clinical and administrative work in
healthcare, we will also seek opportunities to test its applicability in other contexts.

9 CONCLUSION
We conducted a qualitative workplace study to examine work practices in a multidisciplinary
pediatric feeding clinic. Our study was focused on technicians, paraprofessional clinicians who are
responsible for implementing the treatment, typically under the supervision of a board-certified
behavior analyst. We characterized their work practices across three types of work: treatment,
record management, and preparation work. Our analysis revealed a preference for taxing over
tedious work. For example, they experience real-time data collection as more taxing but less
tedious than retroactive data entry. We parsed this differential valuation of work by drawing upon
explanatory frameworks on temporality and invisible work. Based on this analysis, we hypothesize
that there is a rewarding or unrewarding quality to the experience of work that is correlated
with its social, temporal, and clinical characteristics. We discussed the conceptual implications
of this hypothesis, suggesting that the perceived value of work also depends upon its temporal
organization and clinical utility. Therefore, we proposed that design efforts should balance the
tension between addressing the taxing versus the tedious parts of work. Although addressing the
taxing improves within-routine efficiency, addressing the tedious improves overall morale. Finally,
we discussed considerations unique to behavioral health services such as fraught intersections
with the social model of disability and the importance of caregiver training in fostering patient
autonomy.
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